
Our WTCA trade association embraces this philosophy and looks forward to working 
together with others in our industry to move forward and craft more of these win-win 
solutions to the challenges facing us in our building component businesses. We are certain 
to be on a different page with a different agenda from time to time, but common threads 
will no doubt always bind us together, and our differences will keep us on our toes and 
provide each a very valuable perspective to improve the way we do things. 

Thanks again to: Mike Casey, of Weldwood and representing the MSR Lumber Producers 
Council; Al Hopkins and Jim Kaake of Georgia-Pacific Corp.; Mike George of Weyerhaeuser; 
Jim Watson of Inter-national Paper; Robert Booker of Temple Inland; Roy Crow of Frank 
Lumber; Serge Boulay of Donohue; Cathy Clay of Howard Lumber and Cathy Marx of 
Southern Forest Products Association, for taking the time to join us at our recent board 
meetings, working to both leverage our association efforts and keep the lines of 
communication open between our groups of constituents. 

We have continued to make some very measurable progress with our 1998 initiatives and I 
look forward to writing a report listing the status of many of them to you next month. Best 
wishes to all for a most enjoyable end of the summer! 

Lumber Industry Insight 

ARE CURRENT LUMBER PRICES GOOD FOR OUR INDUSTRY? 
The answer to this may appear to be an emphatic YES! But there are several reasons why 
the answer should be an emphatic NO! What are these? Builders and everyone else begin to 
believe that these are the prices that lumber companies can produce lumber at and still 
make a profit. Unfortunately, for many companies, that is just not true right now. 

1. This creates a market that believes something that is not true. When the price goes up 
the sentiment is that the lumbar companies are gouging its customers. How does this 
create trust between the truss industry and its lumber suppliers, the truss industry and its 
builder customers, and the lumber industry and its builder customers? 

2. What is the natural response a manager is going to make when he/she is losing money? 
They are going to make changes in the way they transact business. Are those changes going 
to be in the best interest of the customer? Probably not, if the bleeding goes on too long. 
No manager wants to be part of a losing proposition, so changes will be made no matter 
what. 

3. I have heard the thinking that the lumber companies are so big that they can easily 
absorb losses. Comments are made that they sometimes take losses just to produce more 
profitable paper products.While this may be partially true for the integrated forest 
products companies, not all companies can afford to operate this way.The real question is: 
How long can losses be sustained before Item #2 above comes into play? 



4. What happens when one party is constantly a loser in a game or business relationship? 
The natural human response is to fight back and win big when you can. Does the current 
lumber market foster the business partnership our industry desires with the lumber 
industry where all parties are working together to make consistent profits on the best 
engineered wood product ever conceived - metal plate connected wood trusses? 

5. Should we ever want any of our business partners to be losing money? Conversely, 
should we ever desire any of our business partners to gouge us when they can, and feel 
good about that because we did not have the right attitude when they were in the tank? 
How does this keep us consistently competitive in the market? 

6. Have your builders asked you for a price break due to lower lumber costs? Did you give 
it to them? Did your competition? Are you making more or less money than last year? 

7. Are you pricing your product based on the use of a multiplier on the price you pay for 
lumber? If so, didn't your price go down quite a bit recently? What happened to your profit 
margins if you price your product this way? 

A little over 18 months ago the lumber companies were big profit winners in the market 
and truss companies were big losers. Today, the lumber companies are the big losers and 
the truss companies are making solid profits.The question we must ask ourselves is when 
there are big winners and big losers in the business we transact, how can it possibly be fun 
and worthwhile? 

Executive Director's Letter 

DESIGN RESPONSIBILITIES, GUIDELINES AND CONSIDERATIONS: 
We have been seeing more and more architectural specifications that 
have stated specifically: "The design responsibilities for this project 
will be as described herein not those in the non-mandatory appendix A 
of ANSI/TPI 1-1995" (which is "WTCA's Design Responsibilities " 
brochure);"The Truss Engineer is solely responsible for the safety and 
stability of the roof system and its components during erection;" and 
"All other truss bracing required during the erection or in the 
completed structure including the bracing connections to trusses and 
bracing anchorage is the responsibility of the Truss Engineer and 

should be clearly denoted on the truss design drawings." 

These statements should be of concern to any truss manufacturer since the specifications 
often are made part of a contractual relationship, and as such delegate design 
responsibilities. Because of this, WTCA has created a commentary called Design 
Responsibilities Guideline for Truss Manufacturers. Pertinent excerpts of this document 
follow. 


